
CLOUD COMPUTING

CONNECTING BUSINESS 

WITH TECHNOLOGY



onPlatinum Cloud provides the flexibility to access your ‘office’ at any time, on any device, from anywhere with 

an internet connection.

Forget about buying servers, network equipment and offsite storage. The days when businesses run their 

IT operations in a cluttered server room with expensive onsite hardware are long gone. onPlatinum’s 

Cloud Solution reduces the costs associated with IT equipment that quickly becomes obsolete. 

82 percent of companies have reported they saved money when they moved to the cloud. Transform your 

business and move to onPlatinum Cloud that will provide you a virtual office with everything you need hosted 

in our remote secure facilities. Cloud computing offers superior security, scalability and data protection that 

traditional onsite computer systems don’t.

onPlatinum Cloud Infrastructure

Data backed up daily to multiple geographical locations 

24/7 monitoring where 98% of issues are fixed before you know

Purpose built to meet the demands of our clients

Support

Australian based IT technicians available via phone 

Aim to have all issues resolved within 24 hours or less

Single point of contact as we liaise with third party suppliers 

Business Continuity

Work is a thing you do, not a place you go

Reduce business operational risks

Business will keep going even when everything else stops

Security

Automatic updates of security patches and software applications

Independent virtual server environment

Partners with world leading, purpose built data centres 

Free Your Capital Investment

Eliminate the need for onsite hardware that quickly becomes obsolete

Access to the latest software updates for no additional costs 

Achieve software licensing compliance, eliminating the risk of audits

Workability 

Work from any location with an internet connection

Collaboration is easy as everyone is working on the same file

Walk out and take the office with you: phone, tablet or home computer

Scalable

Tailored and customised solution 

Predictable fixed fee

Easily scale with demand



info@onplatinum.com.au www.onplatinum.com.au1300 428 667

onPlatinum ICT® is an Australian and award winning corporate IT solutions and support 

company. We offer a single point of contact for all your information, communications 

and technology needs. Using our pro-active, consultative approach we can offer 

solutions, implementation and 100% support, covering you now and into the future.
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